SENSORY MOVIE
P & C Meeting

Tuesday, 26th of August

Primary Excursion to Wednesday, 20th August
Showman’s Guild

Primary Sports Day

‘Sensory Movie Day’ was created for families with special needs. Children are free
to try every seat, flap or stim. Lighting
stays on dim and fire exit doors are monitored for those escape artists.

Thursday, 21st of August

Next session is 2.00pm Sunday, 17th August, tickets are $6.00 each.

FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK
Parking for student drop off and pick up times
is a problem. We are working with a number of
people to develop some better options. In the
meantime, we need all parents and carers to
exercise extreme caution. Please remember
school finishes at 2:15 not 2:00. We are happy
for pick-up to occur from 2:15 till 2:40. When
you do come into the car park area, please park
in a designated parking bay. Please don’t drive
into the car park towing a trailer or other
items. Please don't pull up near the driveway,
as this creates a back log in to the street.
Please remember some students don't have
good road safety sense and could potentially
dart out into the car park.
If you have any suggestions about
improvements we can make in the start of
term, we would love to hear from you .

Tracey Chappell
Principal

“The Muppets Most Wanted”
Muppets gang on a global tour, selling out
grand theaters in some of Europe's most
exciting destinations, But mayhem follows
the Muppets overseas, as they find themselves unwittingly entangled in an international crime caper headed by C… Moreonstantine-the World's Number One
Criminal and a dead ringer for Kermit-and
his dastardly sidekick Dominic.
2pm Sunday 17th August

OUR SCHOOL RULES

☺
☺
☺

I am safe
I am responsible
I am respectful

STUDENTS OF THE WEEK

STUDENTS OF THE WEEK

Friday, 18th July

Friday, 25th July

JUNIOR PRIMARY

JUNIOR PRIMARY

Being Responsible-Kyan

Being Responsible-Xander

‘For settling into his new school so well.’

‘For using good communication skills’

UPPER PRIMARY

UPPER PRIMARY

Being Responsible– Declan

Being Responsible-Rinalome

‘For welcoming a new student by teaching
him the school rules.’

‘For always following the school rules’

LOWER SECONDARY

Being Responsible– Nathan

Being Responsible– Adrianna
‘For being a good friend.’

‘For participating in football and being a
good sport.’

SENIOR SECONDARY

SENIOR SECONDARY

Being Responsible– Angela

Being Responsible– Madelina

‘For following instructions in class.

‘For always being kind and respectful to
staff and students.’

LOWER SECONDARY

JUNIOR PRIMARY

GOTCHA WINNERS

GOTCHA WINNERS

GOTCHA-Sophie

JUNIOR PRIMARY

SPOT GOTCHA-Johnathon

GOTCHA-Alex

UPPER PRIMARY

SPOT GOTCHA-Kyan

GOTCHA-Kayne

UPPER PRIMARY

SPOT GOTCHA-Blake

GOTCHA-Bradley
SPOT GOTCHA-Rachel

LOWER SECONDARY
SPOT GOTCHA– Tyrone

LOWER SECONDARY

SPOT GOTCHA-Jermaine

SPOT GOTCHA– Jerry
SPOT GOTCHA-Jesse

SENIOR SECONDARY
SPOT GOTCHA– Shalie

SENIOR SECONDARY
SPOT GOTCHA– Aroha

Congratulations!!!!!!!!

